
About Display Fixtures

YIJIAO can develop and manufacture display & fixtures using a variety of materials such as acrylic, metal and 

glass with built in lighting. Our experienced team of engineers and fabricators can give you solution to bring your 

concepts to reality. We have professional team with rich experience in lighting and display to meet the custom-

ers’ needs. We work with high-end luxury brands to provide the merchandising tools and props to show their 

products to their consumers.



Services

The Evolution Of An ldea - Concept To Creation

1. Concept Sketching

Concept drawings or sketches are 
often freehand and used as a quick 
and simple way of exploring initial 
ideas for designs.They are merely a 
way of investigating and
communicating design principles 
andaesthetic concepts.

2. 3D Renders

3D renders allow clients to see what 
their products would look like in a 
photo realistic way. The visualisation 
capabilities enable you to quickly 
and easily create powerful images 
and animations to clearly 
communicate your design intent.

3. Prototype

A prototype is an early sample, model 
or release of a product built to test a 
concept or process. A prototype is 
generally produced to evaluate our 
new designs or test a new material or 
structure. By producing a prototype, 
you are able to see a live example
before mass production or roll-oUt.

4. Completion

Once sketches, renders and 
prototypes are signed off, the end 
result is completion.Whether it is a 
national rollout, logistics or
installation, OPG has the solution 
for retail delivered beautifully.

PROTOTYPING
You'll receive prototypes to review your packag 
ingordisplay before production.We can providepro-
totypes within 48 hours of receivingartwork/dielines.

DESIGN&INNOVATION
Our design team offer a full suite of design services 
and it'sin our DNA to continuallyinnovate in the way 
things

SHIPPING &LOGISTICS
We manage the delivery ofall your packaging and 
posdisplay items directy to youorto store.

QUALITY CONTROL
You'll receive prototypes to review your packaging 
ordisplay before production.We can provide 
prototypes within48 hours of receiving artwork/diel-
ines.

PRODUCTION
We managethe production with our factories, 
organising critical time paths and comm -unicating 
updates daily.

BENIFIT
YBy managing the risks, Retail Reactive can not only 
sourceand negotiate best price, butoffer an innovative 
and creative solution whilst enabling you to benefit 
commerciallyfrom low cost manufacturing from China.
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Neon lamp series of
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